February 11, 2020

Attendees:
Rose Auferio
Cherie Mazurek
April Maness
Rick Schwettmann
Betty Schwettmann
Renata Contogiannis
Michael Edlen
Absent: Amy Burbick, Rachel Swalley, and Lynn Kessmann

Public Comment:
None

Agenda:

1. Review survey and revise any questions that do not apply.
2. Make a plan for the time window for opening, responses, and closure.
3. Construction updates

Discussion:

1. Reviewed survey questions and decided it would be best to provide three different surveys to the parents for the grammar, middle, and secondary schools. Added one question regarding events which parents may attend.
2. Plan for moving forward, review survey with SAC committee via email, ask Mr. Wright for approval, send out the survey on March 2nd, and close survey on March 20th.
3. A SAC member brought up concerns about the traffic coming into the parking lot through the out lane. Another SAC member asked for clarification about grammar school dress code.

Next Steps:

1. Review results from surveys and develop an action plan on those results and perhaps a feedback summary to our school community regarding the results.